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We introduce the notion of powerposets which is a natural generalization of 
that of powersets with inclusion as their partial ordering. We show that every 
powerposet is an algebraic semilattice and that every continuous poset can be 
directed--continuously embeddable into some powerposet. We also discuss the 
possibility of making powerposets into 2-models as in the case of Plotkin-Scott's 
Po) theory. © 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The domain P~o introduced by Scott (1976) is a very simple and 
beautiful structure. It provides a universal circumstance to develop 
theoretical computer science. Nevertheless, to many of computer scientists, 
Pco is too large to handle with in their everydays' work. So we want to 
select other (possibly partially ordered) sets for co. Powerposets are 
domains constructed in this way. 
First, we give an intuitive exposition of the notion of powerposets. Let n 
be a finite poset. Suppose that each element of n is some kind of job, and 
that the partial order relation in it represents a priority among these jobs. 
In other words, for two jobs x, y in n, "x ~< y" means "we cannot do x until 
y has been carried out." Such a situation may commonly happen in com- 
puter science such as priority problems in parallel processing. For example, 
in a Petri net, a transition can fire iff all the prior places have tokens 
(Peterson, 1981). This seems to be a priority relation similar to ours. 
Now suppose that we have a subset b of jobs of 7r that must be carried 
out, and that the other jobs in 7z- b have been already accomplished. Then 
which job in b can we do in the beginning? Answer--a maximal element of 
b. So we can select one of these maximal elements, do it, and delete it from 
the set b. Repeating this process, we can reach some set a consisting of the 
remaining jobs. We denote this situation by a ~< b. More formally speaking, 
for two subsets a and b of n we write a ~< b when there exists a sequence 
{Ci}i=O ...... such that 
(1) co=b and cn=a, 
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(2) For every i ( i=0  ..... n -1 ) ,  there is a maximal element x of c i 
such that ci=ci+l w {x}. 
Then we easily see that the relation ~< on Pg (ttie powerset of the under- 
lying set of ~) is a partial ordering. This structure--PTc with the relation 
~<--is called a powerposet. It is apparent hat the induced relation <-q on 
P~ coincides with the set-inclusion relation if the original relation ~< on 7c 
is discrete. Therefore the notion of powerposets i a generalization of that 
of powersets with 'inclusion as their partial ordering. 
Note that in the above example the cardinality of ~ is finite. But, in this 
paper we define the notion of powerposets in more general setting 
including infinite cases, and study some properties of them, which show 
that powerposets are suitable domains for an abstract theory of com- 
putation. 
Section 2 is devoted to introduce preliminary notions and to review fun- 
damental concepts of the theories of continuous lattices and 2-calculus 
models. In Section 3 we give the formal definition of powerposets and also 
give some examples of applications of them. The main results of this note 
are in Section 4, including the theorem which says that every powerposet is
an algebraic semilattice--a structure that is considered as a suitable 
domain for an abstract theory of computation. We also investigate the 
naturalness of some kind of continuous embeddings from continuous 
posets into powerposets in the category-theoretic sense. In Section 5 we 
give a generalization of powerposets, which allows us to treat some kind of 
alternative processes. Finally in Section 6 we discuss the possibillity of 
expanding a self-referential powerposet to a 2-calculus model. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let ~ = (~, ~< ) and 7z' = 0z', ~<') be posets, a, b, c subsets of ~, and x, y, 
z elements of ~r throughout his note. First, we introduce the special 
operator ~. that plays an important role in this paper. 
2.1. DEFINITION. (i) alx= {yeal y<,x}. 
(ii) Sx=~zSx. 
(iii) aSb=U{a{xlxeb }. 
(iv) {a=Tr~,a. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. (i) a ~ b ~ a + b c a. 
(ii) If rc is discrete (i.e., for every x and y in 7r x<-Gy implies x=y), 
a+b=a~b. 
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(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
Proof 
a c b implies a $ b = a. 
(Ui~lai) ~ (UjeJ bj) = {.)i~z ~Jj~J (ai ~ b/). 
(("),~,a,) ,L b = ("]i~i(a,,~ b). 
aca '  and bob '  imply aSbca' ,~b' .  
a J, b c c implies a ,~ b c c J, b. 
aJ, (b,~ c)ca,~ c. 
a ,~ ( a ,~ b ) = a ,~ b = ( a ,~ b ) ,~ b. 
Immediate. | 
In the rest of this section we review the fundamental concepts of the 
theories of continuous lattices and 2-calculus models. 
2.3. DEFINITION. (i) A subset d of ~ is called directed if every finite sub- 
set of d has an upper bound in d. 
(ii) We say that x is way below y (notation: x~y) ,  if for every 
directed subset d of ~ the relation y ~< sup d always implies the existence of 
z of d with x~<z. 
(iii) a~x={y~aly~x}.  
(iv) 
(v) a+b=U{a + x[xeb}.  
(vi) +a= ta 
(vii) An element xe= is called compact if x~x.  
(viii) K (~)= {x~rt lx  is compact}. 
Note that every directed set is nonempty. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. (i) x~y implies x~y.  
(ii) w<~x ~y<~z implies w~z.  
(iii) X=sup{xl,..,Xn} a d x i~y  for all i= 1,...,n, imply x~y.  
(iv) For x andy in K(rQ x<~y.ca, x~y.  
(v) I f= is a finite poset, K(rt)=r~. 
2.5. DEFINITION. (i) A poset ~ is called up-complete if every directed sub- 
set of ~ has a sup in r~. 
(ii) (Markowski) An up-complete poset ~z is called continuous if for 
every x in ~, ~ x is directed and x = sup + x. 
(iii) (Hoffman) An up-complete poset ~ is called algebraic if for every 
x in ~, K(n) + x is directed and x = sup(K(~z) $x). 
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Markowski (1981) suggests the thesis that "continuous posets" are the 
proper setting for an abstract heory of computation. The following two 
theorems are due to Markowski. 
2.6. THEOREM (interpolation theorem). Let ~ be a continuous poset, x ~ y 
in ~, and d a directed subset of ~ with y <~ sup d. Then there exists z ~ d such 
that x ~ z. 
2.7. THEOREM. Every algebraic poset is continuous. 
2.8. DEFINITION. (i) A semilattice is a poset in which every nonempty 
finite subset has an inf. 
(ii) A complete semilattice is an up-complete poset in which every 
nonempty subset has an inf. 
(iii) An arithmetic semilattice is an algebraic semilattice ~ in which 
K(7~) is a semilattice. 
Note that every complete semilattice ~ has the least element inf 7~. 
2.9. DEFINITION. (i) A lattice is a semilattice in which every nonempty 
finite subset has a sup. 
(ii) A lattice is called complete if every subset has an inf and a sup. 
2.10. THEOREM. Every complete semilattice with a greatest element is a 
complete lattice. 
Next we state some concepts of the theory of 2-calculus models. 
2.11. DEFINITION. Let (X, ' )  be a system with a binary operator • on a 
set X, called an applicative structure. 
(i) (X,-) is called combinatory complete when there are two 
elements k and s in X such that kxy = x and sxyz = xz(yz) for all x, y, 
zeX.  
(!i) A function f :  X~ X is called representable if there is an element 
xef  such that for every yeXf (y )=xy .  
(iii) (X~ X) denotes the set of all representable functions on X. 
The notion of 2-models is introduced by Barendregt and other authors in 
order to investigate 2-calculus models formally. In order to read this paper 
there is no need to give a precise definition of 2-models. It is sufficient for 
readers to know that a 2-model is a combinatory complete applicative 
structure (X,., k, s) where two constants k and s are those introduced in 
the definition of combinatory completeness. 
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2.12. DEFINITION. An applicative structure (X,.) is called to be 
expanded to a 2-model when there are two elements k and s in X such that 
(X,., k, s) becomes a 2-model. 
The following theorem is due to Barendregt (1984, Theorem 5. 6. 8). 
2.13. THEOREM. Let (X, " ) be combinatory complete and define the map 
F: X-*  (X -*X)  by F (x ) (y )=xy.  Then (X, .) can be expanded to a 2-model 
iff there exists a G: ( X-~ X) -* X such that: 
(1) FoG=I (x~x) ;  
(2) Go re (x~x) .  
Readers may refer to (Gierz et aL, 1980; Barendregt, 1984; Meyer, 1982) 
for further information on these structures. 
3. DEFINING A PARTIAL ORDER 
In this section we give a formal definition of the notion of powerposets 
introduced in Section 1. First, we introduce a predicate del whose intuitive 
meaning is: "The predicate del(a, x) is true iff in the state a every job prior 
to x has been carried out. That is, when x is in a, we can select x as a next 
job iff del (a, x)." The formal definition of the predicate del is the following 
one. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A predicate del(a, x) is defined by: 
del(a, x) iff {yea lx<y}=~.  
Note that del(a, x) iff x e max(a) when x is in a, where max(a) is the set 
of all maximal elements of a. 
Using this predicate we can define the binary relation ~< on the powerset 
of 7c, which will be shown to be the desired partial ordering. 
3.2. DEFINITION. The relation ~< on the powerset of zr is defined by 
a<~b i f facb  and (Vxeb-a)  del(a, x). 
If any subset a of ~z has an element x such that del(a,x), that is, 
x e max(a), the above definition can be replaced by a ~< b iff there exist an 
ordinal number fl and a sequence {a~}~,<a satisfying the following three 
conditions: 
(1) a0=banda~=a.  
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(2) If a<f i ,  there exists xea~ such that a~+l=a~-{x} and del 
(a~, x) (equivalently, x e max(a~)). 
(3) For  l imit ~<<,fl, a~=f~<~ay. 
This indicates that our definition of the relation ~< is indeed a 
general ization of that introduced in Section 1. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. The relation <<, on the powerset of n is a partial order. 
Proof Reflexivity and antisymmetricity: Immediate.  
Transit ivity: Consider a ,G< b ~ c. Then clearly a ~ c. Now for x E c - a = 
(c  - b )  u (b - a ) ,  
x ~ c - b ~ del(b, x) ~ del(a, x) since a c b, 
xeb-a~de l (a ,  x). 
Hencea<~c.  I 
We denote this poset (the powerset of n and the part ia l  order ~<) by 
Pn = (Pn, <~ ) and call it a powerposet. 
Now we have other characterizat ions of the part ial  order ~<. 
3.4. Theorem. For a and b in Pn the .following four statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) a<.b. 
(2) a=b J, a. 
(3) There exists c in Pn such that a=bJ, c. 
(4) bSacacb .  
Proof (1 )~(2)a=a~,acbSa,  s inceacb .  So we show that bJ, aca .  
Suppose that there exists x ~ (b I a ) -  a. Then x e (b + a) - a c Sa c~ (b - a). 
Since x ~ Sa, there exists y e a such that x ~< y. Because x ¢ a, x < y. Hence 
y ~ {z ~ a lx < z}. But x E b -a  implies the emptyness of the r ight-hand set. 
This is a contradict ion. 
(2) ~ (3) Trivial. 
(3 )~(4)a=b.~c=b~(b~c)=b~.acb .  
(4) ~ (1) Let x e b - a. Suppose that there exists y e a such that x < y. 
Then x ~ b ~ y c b + a ~ a. But this is a contradict ion. Therefore a ~ b. I 
3.5. PROPOSITION. (i) a $ b ~< a. 
(ii) I f  n is discrete, a<<.b~:>a~b. 
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Proof (i) By Proposition 2.2(x) and Theorem 3.4. 
(ii) By Proposition 2.2(ii) and Theorem 3.4. I 
In the rest of this section we give some examples of applications of 
powerposets. 
3.6. EXAMPLE. We consider a small language LI which has the merge 
construct as its non-sequential concept. Statements S e L1 are defined by 
S::=AISI; $21S~ []$2, 
where A is an atomic action, ; is the sequential composition operator, and 
1] is the merge operator. 
Now for a given statement S in L1, the poser p(S) = (p(S), <~ ) is induc- 
tively defined by 
p(A)=({A}, {(A, A)}), 
p(S 1;S2)= (p(g,) + p(s2), ~<lw ~<2vp(g2)xp(S~)), 
p(Sl II s2)= (p(Sl)+ p(S2), <.1 v <~ 2), 
where + denotes disjoint union, and ~ and ~2 are orderings of p(S~) 
and p(S2), respectively. For example, let S I - ( (A1;  Az)]IA3); A4 and 
a~ =p(S~). Then al is the poset 
A1 
I 
A2 A3 
\ / 
An 
This poset a 1 indicates the priority relation among atomic actions. 
Moreover, considering a subset of al a state in the execution of S~, a ~< b in 
the powerposet Pa~ iff there is a execution path from the state b to the state 
a. That is, an actual execution of $1 corresponds to a descending sequence 
in Pa~ whose initial state is a~. 
This kind of treatment is similar to that of Actor theory in which the 
history of computation is represented asa partial order of events (Hewitt et 
al., 1977). | 
The statements S of an extended language L2 of L 1 are 3.7. EXAMPLE. 
defined by 
S::=AI ; S,[ IP Sj, 
i~I  j~ J  
where I is an index poset and J is an index set. 
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For a statement S of L2 the poset p(S) = (p(S), <~ ) is defined by 
p(A)= ({A}, {(A, A)}), 
p( ; s,)= ( + p(S,), U U 
i~ l  ie l  
i~ l  i l , i 2~ l  
il "< i2 
. /E J  j~ j  
(P(&2) xp(S,,))), 
where ~< i and ~<j are orderings of p(Si) and P(S/), respectively. Note that 
P(;i~ ~ Si) = p( H i~ z &) when I is a discrete poset. 
This language allows both infinitely many partially ordered compositions 
and infinitely many merges. For example, let $2 = A; (lln~o~ Bn); C. Then 
the poset o.2 =p(S2) is: 
A 
//>>...  oC1 
C. 
B3..-. 
As in Example 3.6 the powerposet Pa2 is the set of states in the execution 
of $2. 
In these two examples all the meaningful states are those that can be 
reached from the entire poset al (or a2) via the descending chain in Po- l (or 
Po.2). For instance, in Example 3.7 the state {A} in Po.2 is not feasible 
because no descending path from o- 2 reaches this state, namely {A } ~ 0- 2. 
The following examples are, on the other hand, those in which every 
state is feasible. 
3.8. EXAMPLE (stacks). The next example is a stack. Let co be the poset of 
all natural numbers with the usual total ordering, and C a set whose 
elements will be stacked. Considering an element of co a cell of the stack, a 
state of the stack is a partial function from co to C. Here our morals are: 
1. We can stack a content in a cell iff this cell is greater than any cell 
already used. 
2. We can pop a content up iff it is in the maximal cell of cells 
already used. 
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For example, 
C3 C3 
ush op 
f , g , f  
contents 10 ~ c3 
of 3~c2 3~-~c2 3~c2 
stack 0~c l  0~c l  0~Cl .  
Note that 10 is greater than 3 and 0 and that 10 is the maximal element in 
the set {0, 3, 10}. 
We formally represent this situation using the powerposet. Let 
S = (co --, C) be the set of all partial functions, and for f, g in S the relation 
f~< g is defined by f~< g ~ dom(f)  ~< dom(g) in Pco and 
(Vn e dom(f))  f(n) = g(n), 
.where dom( f )= {n e co If(n)is defined}. Then clearly S is also a poset. 
The relation R c S x C x S is defined by (f, c, g) e R ~f~< g and 
(qne~) dom(g)=dom(f)w {n} and g(n)=c. 
Then two operations "push" and "pop" are 
C C  ush 
f , g iff g ~f  iff(f, c,g)~ R. 
3.9 EXAMPLE (generalized stack). Let zt be an arbitrary poset, C a set, 
and S= (Tz ~ C) the set of all partial functions from ~z to C. For fand  g in 
S the relation f~< g is defined by f~< go  dom(f)~< dom(g) in P~r and 
(fx e dom(f))  f(x) = g(x). 
The relation R c S x P(C)x S is defined by (f, X, g)~ R,*~f<~g and 
32= { g(x)[x edom(g)-dom(f)  }, 
where P(C) is the powerset of C. Then 
X X  ush 
f ,g  iff g , f  iff(f,X,g)~R. 
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4. SOME PROPERTIES OF POWERPOSETS 
In this section we will show that powerposets are algebraic semilattices. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let ~ : 7z --* 7r' be a monotonic function. Then the map 
¢ - 1 : PTt' --* PTz is also monotonic with respect to the ordering <~. 
Proof  It is trivial that ¢ - l (a )cO-~(b)  i fa<~b in P~'. So it suffices to 
show that O- l (b )+O l (a )c~ l(a) by Theorem3.4. Now let 
x~¢ l(b) ,L¢- l (a) .  Then xe¢- l (b )  and there is y~¢- l (a )  with x<<,y. 
Hence ¢(x)~b,  ¢ (y )ea ,  and O(x)~<¢(y) in z' because ¢ is monotonic. 
Thus, O(x)~bSa=a,  since a~b.  So xeO l(a). Therefore O- l (b )+ 
¢ - l(a ) ~ ~ - l(a). | 
4.2. DEFINITION. (i) Poset denotes the category of all posets with all 
monotonic functions as arrows. 
(ii) The contravariant functor P:Poset  ~ Poset is defined by 
P: 
~c l ,(Pro, <~ )
rr' l , ( PTr', <<,'). 
Note that the above functor is well defined by Proposition 4.1. 
4.3. LEMMA. Let S be a subset of  P~ that has an upper bound in PTz. 
Then S has a sup in PTz and sup S = US. 
Proof  Let t be an upper bound for S in P~ and s = US. Then for every 
a in S, s ~, a = (US) ,L a = U {b ,L a lb e S} by Proposition 2.2(v). Now for any 
b in S, since a, b ~< t, b ,L a c t ,L a = a by Proposition 2.2(vii). Hence s $ a c 
U{a} = a c s. Therefore by Theorem 3.4, a ~< s, i.e., s is an upper bound for 
S. Next suppose that u is a given upper bound for S. Then u Ss= 
u,~(US)= U{u{a laeS} by Proposition 2.2(v). Here u{a=a since a<,u. 
Thus, u~,s=y{a laeS  } =s. Therefore s~u.  | 
4.4. THEOREM. A powerposet PTz is a complete semilattice. 
Proof Let D be a directed subset of P~, and d = yD. Then for every a 
in D, d$ a = (U D) ~ a = U {b + a lb ~ D} by Proposition 2.2(v). Here for any 
b of D, there exists c in D such that a, b ~< c since D is directed. Then for 
such c, b ~ a c c J, a = a. Thus, d ~ a c U { a } = a c d. Hence by Theorem 3.4, 
a ~< d. Therefore by Lemma 4.3 d= sup D, i.e., P~ is up-complete. 
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Next let S be a nonempty subset of P~, and let T be the set of all lower 
bounds for S. Then since S is nonempty, there is an element s of S, and s is 
an upper bound for T. Thus, by Lemma 4.3, T has a sup in P~. On the 
other hand, for every a of S since T<~a, we have sup T<<,a. Therefore 
sup T~ T. Hence sup T= inf S. | 
4.5. COROLLARY. I f  ~ is discrete, P~ is a complete lattice. 
Proof Since Pz has the greatest element n ~ Pz, P~ is a complete lattice 
by Theorems 4.4 and 2.10. | 
The converse of this corollary also holds. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. I f  P~ is a complete lattice, ~ is discrete. 
Proof By Lemma4.3, sup Pn=UP~=~.  Thus, for every a of P~, 
a~<~. Now assume that x~<y in ~. Then x~J ,y=~{y}={y},  since 
{y} ~<~. Hence x=y.  Therefore ~z is discrete. | 
4.7. DEFINITION. (i) B ,= {a~f l f i s  a finite subset of a}. 
(ii) B=U{B,  la~P~}. 
The set B is turned out to be the set of all compact elements of P~. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. (i) B, is directed. 
(ii) a= sup B~. 
Proof (i)Let F be a finite subset of Bo.. Then. since F~B~<a by 
Proposition3.5(i), there exists sup F=UF~P~ by Lemma4.3. Now 
let F={aSf~ ..... aSf~}. Then supF=a$(U{f l  ..... f~})~B~ by 
Proposition 2.2(v). Thus, Ba is directed. 
(ii) Since Ba ~< a by Proposition 3.5(i), 
..=a+(U JlJ'sa  ,nite subset of 
=aSa=a by Proposition2.2(v), (iv). | 
4.9. PROPOSITION. a ~ b iff there exists a finite subset f of b with a <~ b ,~ f 
Proof (If) Let D be a directed subset of Pn with b ~< sup D. Then for 
every x e f, since x E f t  b = sup D = U D, there is dx e D such that x ~ dx. 
Thus, for such d x b +dx = (supD) J, d~ = d~, since b, d~ ~< sup D. Therefore 
b ~x=b,~d~ cdx.  Moreover dxJ,(b J, x )~(sup D)J,(b J, x )=b J, x because 
b + x ~< b ~< sup D by Corollary 3.5(i). Hence b $ x <<, dx. 
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Now, since D is directed andf i s  finite, {d~lx e f}  has an upper bound d 
in D. Then 
d~(b+f )=U {d~(b~x) [x~f}  
=~ {b+xlx~f}=bSf ,  
since b ~, x ~< dx ~< d. Hence b ~,f~< d. Therefore by the assumption, a ~< d. 
(Only if) By Proposition 4.8(ii), b ~< sup B b. Thus, by the assumption 
and Proposition 4.8(i) there is a finite subset f of b such that a ~< b J,f | 
4.10. PROPOSITION. (i) Ba=K(Prc)J,p= a. 
(ii) B = K(Prc). 
Proof (i) For every a~feB a with a finite subset f of a, a+f<<,a by 
Proposition 3.5(i). Moreover a J , f= (a +f)  J,f by Proposition 2.2(x). Thus 
by Proposition 4.9, a ~ f,~ a ~ f, i.e., a + f is compact. Hence 
a ~ f~ K(Pzc) $ e~ a. Conversely, for every b e K(PTz) $ e~ a b ~ b <<, a. Then by 
Proposition 4.9, there is a finite f cb  with b ~< b lf~< b. Thus, b = b , I f  Now 
since b ~< a, we have a l f c  a ,~ b = b. Thus by Proposition 2.2(viii), b ,L fc  
a J, f cb  ,~f Therefore b = b +f= a +f~ B a. 
(ii) Immediate from (i). I 
4.11. COROLLARY. For a ~PTz, a is compact iff max(a) is finite and 
(Vx~a) (3yemax(a)) x <~ y, i.e., a = a + max(a). 
Proof (If) Let f=  max(a). Then a=a~feB=K(Pz)  by 
Proposition 4.10(ii). 
(Only if) By Proposition 4.10(ii) there is a finite f such that f c  a = a +f  
Then max(a)=max( f )c f  Hence max(a) is finite. Moreover a=aJ, f=  
a~max(f )=aJ ,  max(a) sincef is finite. I 
Reminding that we can select x in a as a next job iff x is maximal in a, 
we can read the above corollary as: if a set of jobs a in PTr is compact, all 
the jobs we can immediately achieve are finite. 
For example, in Example 3.7, az is compact whereas o 2 --{A } is not, 
because there are infinitely many jobs Bo, B~,..., that we can immediately 
achieve. 
4.12. THEOREM. A powerposet P~z is an algebraic semilattice. 
Proof By Theorem 4.4 and Propositions 4.8 and 4.10(i). II 
This theorem says that powerposets are appropriate structures on which 
we develop a theory of computation. 
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4.13. PROPOSITION. I f  l~ & discrete, P~ & an arithmetic lattice. 
Proof. That P~ is an algebraic lattice is clear from Corollary 4.5 and 
Theorem4.12. So we must show that K(P~) is a semilattice. But by 
Proposition4.10(ii), K(P~)= {f l f  is a finite subset of ~}. Hence every 
nonempty finite subset FcK(P~)  has an inf NF  in K(P~). I 
The following example says that P~ is not always an arithmetic semilat- 
rice. 
4.14. EXAMPLE. Let ~=cow{#,  $} (co={0, 1,2,...,} in which every 
order relation is of the form n~< #,  n~<$ for some n of co, or x~<x for 
x e ~. Then by Proposition 4.10(ii), 
K(P~) = {ala is a finite subset of co} 
u {al # e ac~z} u {a l$eac~},  
and ~ # and ,[ $ are both compact in P~. But the set of all lower bounds 
for { $ #,  {$} in K(PTr) is 
{ala is a finite subset of ~o}, 
and clearly this set has no maximum element. Therefore K(P~) is not a 
semilattice. I 
4.15. PROPOSITION. A function t) : P~ ~ P~' is continuous (w.r.t. the Scott 
topology induced by <~ ) iff it is monotonic and for every a ~ PTr, ¢(a)= 
U{¢(e)IeEB.}. 
Proof. (Only if) Immediate because ~(a) = sup{~p(e)le~ B,} = 
U{¢(e) leeBa} by Lemma 4.3. 
(If) Let D be an arbitrary directed subset of Pz and d = sup D. Then it is 
sufficient o show that 
¢(d) = sup {~p(a) [ a ~ D }. 
For all a ~ D a ~< sup D = d. Hence ¢(a) ~< ¢(d), since ¢ is monotonic. Thus, 
sup {¢(a) [ a e D } ~ 6(d). Conversely, for all e ~ B d, e,~ d = sup D. Then by 
the definition of the relation ~ there exists an element a in D such that 
e ~< a. Hence again by the monotonicity of ~, 
q/(e) ~< ¢(a) ~< sup {¢(a) Ia ~ D}. 
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Therefore by the assumption and Lemma 4.3, 
O( d)= U {~(e)[eeBd} =sup{~(e)[eeBd} 
~sup{O(a) [a~D}.  |
4.16. PROPOSITION. Let ~ : ~ ~ ~' be a monotonic function. Then the map 
PO : P~' --+ P~ is continuous w.r.t, the Scott topology. 
Proof Since I~ - l (U ia i )=UiO- I (a i ) ,  it is immediate by 
Propositions4.1 and 4.15. | 
In the rest of this section we shall show that every continuous poset can 
be continuously embeddable into its powerposet. 
4.17. DEFINITION. For a poset 7r the function +=: ~r ~ PTr is defined by 
~(x)  = ~x. 
4.18. PROPOSITION. For every x and y in "~, 
(ii) xeyc>~(x)e~(y) .  
Proof Let x and y be in re, 
(i) 
¢>x = sup +x ~< sup+y =y. 
( i i)  +=(x)~+=(y) 
¢>(3fc +y:f inite)+x<~(+y){f=(J ,(ty)) .Lf= ~,f 
by Proposition 4.9 
<:>(3fc+y: f in i te ) ( l f ) J , (~x)c~x= J ,(~x)c J,f 
<=> (3fc  ~y: finite)~x c I f  
since ~y is directed 
~=> (3z  e ~y)  sup ~x = x ~< z = sup { z 
~,x~y.  | 
4.19. THEOREM. For a continuous poser re, the function ~ is one to one 
and continuous (w.r.t. the Scott topology). 
Proof By Proposition 4.180) ~ is one to one. Now let d be a directed 
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subset of ~ with z=supd. Then by Proposition4.18(i) +n(d)= 
{~n(x)[x~d)<<.~,~(z). Hence by Lemma4.3, sup +n(d)exists in Pro and 
sup ~,~(d)<~:[n(z). On the other hand, for any xeq4,~(z)=~z x~z=supd.  
Thus, by Theorem 2.6 there is yEd such that x~y. Hence 
x e +y= ~(y)~< sup+ n(d). Therefore +n(z)c sup + n(d). So we can conclude 
that sup In(d)= in (sup d) for any directed d, which implies that +~ is 
continuous. | 
This theorem shows that any continuous poset ~z can be continuously 
embeddable into its powerposet via +~. Next, we investigate the 
naturalness of +. 
4.20. DEFINITION. A strongly continuous function is a continuous 
function ~: ~z '  such that for every x and y in ~ x<y iff $(x)<O(y). 
4.21. PROPOSITION. A continuous function ~ : z~ ~ ~' is strongly con- 
tinuous iff the diagram 
, PTr 
re' , P~' 
commutes. 
Proof 
and 
For every x in n, 
= {yerclO(y),~O(x)} 
On the other hand, 
iff 
(Vxe~z){yezclO(y)~O(x)}= {yez~L y~x} 
(Vx, y s 0 (y )  x. 
Therefore the above diagram commutes iff ~ is strongly continuous. | 
This proposition says that for strongly continuous functions the 
embedding +~ is natural in the category-theoretic sense. In order to state 
this situation more strictly, we need the following definition: 
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4.22. DEFINmON. (i) CPoset is the category of all continuous posets 
with all continuous functions. 
(ii) SCPoset is the category of all continuous posets with all strongly 
continuous functions. 
4.23. THEOREM. The correspondence ~ : I ~ P is a natural transformation 
in the category-theoretic sense, where 
I: SCPoset --, CPoset is the inclusion functor 
and 
P: SCPoset ~ CPoset is the powerposet functor. 
Proof By Proposition4.21. |
Note that +~ is strongly continuous by Proposition 4.18(ii). Hence there 
is a possibility of replacing the codomains of 1 and P by SCPoset in the 
above theorem. If we can do that, we will be able to analyze + by making 
use of adjunction--the fruitful concept in the category theory. But unfor- 
tunately there is a strongly continuous function 0 such that PO is not 
strongly continuous. Hence the codomain of P cannot be restricted to 
SCPoset. 
The following is a counter example. 
4.24. EXAMPLE. Let z= {* } and 7r'= {0, 1} be discrete posets, and 
0: z ~ 7z' a function such that 0 ( , )=0.  Then n and z' are continuous 
posets and 0 is strongly continuous. Moreover, PO({0, 1})= {, }4{*  } = 
P0({0}) whereas {0, 1} ,£ {0} in Pz' by Proposition 2.4(iv), (v). Hence P0 
is not strongly continuous. | 
5. A GENERALIZATION OF POWERPOSETS 
The key idea of section 1 is: "we cannot do a job x until EVERY job that 
is prior to x has been carried out." We call such an element (job) x AND- 
typed. 
In this section we try to generalize the notion of powerposets by 
introducing elements called OR-typed. The idea of OR-typed elements is: 
"we can do an OR-typed job x iff there is AT LEAST ONE job that is 
immediately prior to x and that has already been carried out." Here the 
notion "immediately prior to" is "For x and y in 7z we say that y is 
immediately prior to x iff x < y and for all z in rc x ~< z ~< y implies x = z or 
z = y." 
643/66/3-3 
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In order to introduce OR-typed elements reasonably, we hope that the 
given poset n has the following property: 
"For  every pair of elements x and y in n with x <y ,  there exists an 
element z that is immediately prior to x and is less than or equal to y." 
Note that every finite poset has the above property. But clearly, in a 
general n it is not the case. So we need to redefine the relation 
"immediately prior to" in a more general setting. In the first place, we 
define some preliminary notions in order to formulate this relation. 
5.1. DEFINITION. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
in a. 
Let a be a subset o f  n and z an element of  n: 
below(a) = {x • n I (Vy • a) x < y }. 
lira(a) = max(below(a)).  
a is called fi ltered if every finite subset of a has a lower bound 
(iv) IP (z )= { f l f i s  filtered and z• l im( f )} .  
5.2. PROPOSITION. (i) max(a)  c a. 
• (ii) a c~ bel0w(a) = go .  
(iii) a ~ lim(a) = gO. 
(iv) Every fi ltered set is nonempty. 
(v) Every singleton set is filtered. 
Proof  Obvious. | 
Intuitively, filtered sets are "generalized elements" that ate introduced in 
order to represent immediately prior elements, we  say that a is immediately 
prior to x when a is in IP(x).  
5.3. LEMMA. For a fi ltered set f and an element z, 
z • be low(f ) impl ies .  (3g • IP(z))  f c  g. 
Proof  ~. Let F = { g [ g is filtered and fcg  c { x e n [ z < x } }. Then F # go 
since f•  F. Let G c F be an arbitrary chain with respect o the set-inclusion 
ordering. Now define g = U G. Then clearly g is a filtered set including f 
Hence g is an upper bound of G in F. Thus, by. Zorn's lemma there exists a 
maximal filtered set h in F. Clearly f c  h. 
We want to show that z•  lira(h). First, z • below(h)s ince h c {x[ z <x}.  
Next, suppose that there r exists y • below(h) such that z < y. Then h u { y} 
is also filtered. Hence h w {y} is in F. But this contradicts the maximality 
of h. Therefore there is no such y in below (h). Hence z • max(be low(h) )= 
lira(h). So we can get the desired result: f c  h e IP(z). II 
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5.4. PROPOSITION. X e max(To) iff IP(x) = ~.  
Proof (Only if) Suppose that there exists f in IP(x). Then 
x e lira(f) c below(f). Since f¢  ~ by Proposition 5.2(iv), there exists y in 
f Then x <y. Hence x ¢ max0z). 
(If) Suppose that x Cmax(zc). Then there exists y such that x <y. Then, 
by Proposition 5.2(v) and Lemma 5.3 there exists f in  IP(x) such that y e f  
Hence IP(x) is nonempty. ] 
5.5. PROPOSITION. del(a, x) iff (Vfe IP(x)) fn  a = ~.  
Proof (II) For any y such that x<y,  there exists f in  IP(x) such that 
y ~f  by Lemma 5.3. Then y q~ a because fc~ a = ~.  • 
(Only if) For every f in IP(x), f c  {ye~r[x.<y}, since xebe low( f ) .  
Hencef~a~{yea lx<y}=~.  i ~ 
This proposition indicates that our definition Of immediately prior 
elements works well for AND-typed elements. Now We are ready to state 
the formal condition of deleting oR-t3/ped elements. 
5.6. DEFINITION. A predicate del'(a, x) is defined by 
del'(a, x) i f f (~fe lP (x ) ) f~a ' - -~ .  
Now suppose that there is a partition (a, a') of ~, that is, a w a' = ~ and 
n a' = ~.  Intuitively a is the set of AND-typed elements of ~r and o" is the 
set of OR-typed elements of zc. Then the new relation on P~ is 
5.7. DEFINITION. The relation ~<' on the powerset of ~ is defined by 
a<<.'b iff acb  and (Vxeb-a)  ( (xea and del(a,x)) or (xeo-' and 
del'(a, x))). 
5.8. PROPOSITION. The relation <.' on the powerset of ~ is a partial order. 
Proof Quite similar to that of Proposition 3.3. i 
In the rest of this section P~t denotes the poset (PT~, ~<'), called a 
generalized powerposet. Now we give an example of an application of this 
generalized concept. 
5.9. EXAMPLE. Consider the following problem reduction model of 
problem-solving, taken from Kowalski's book (Kowalski, 1979): 
Po : *-- to 
p~ : t o ,,-- t 1 
P2 : to *-- t2 
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P3:t2 ~ t3, t4 
P4 : t2 ~ ts, t6 
P5 : t3 ~ t7 
P6: t4'~- 
P7 : t5 ~- 
P8: t6  *- 
P9: t7  
In this model to,..., tv are called problems (or tasks), and Po,...,P9, 
procedures. For example, the procedure P3 is interpreted as a problem-solv- 
ing method: "To solve a problem t2, solve the subproblems t3 and t4." 
Especially, Po is called an initial problem, and is interpreted as a goal 
statement: "Solve to." So our problem indicated by this model is to solve to 
by making use of other procedures. 
Next we give a translating rule of this model into a poset re. Let a and ~' 
be the set of all procedures, and the set of all problems occured in this 
model, respectively. Let ~ be the union of o- and a'. Then the partial order 
relation over ~ is introduced by the following rule. 
For initial problem Po, we introduce Po ~< to; 
for Pl: to*- t~, t o~<pl, and Pl ~< t~; 
for p3: t2~t3 ,  t4, tz<~p3 , p3<<.t3, and p3~<t4; and for p6:t4,~-, 
t4 ~<P6. 
Therefore the poset r~ is 
P9 
I 
t7 
I 
P5 P6 P7 P8 
E I I I 
t3 t4 t5 t6 
\ /  \ /  
p3~ /p4  
t 1 t2 
Pl ~ ~ P2 
~ t  o 
I 
Po. 
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In this poset we interpret an element of a (i.e., a procedure) as an AND- 
typed element, and an element of a' (i.e., a problem) as an OR-typed one. 
Then the partial ordering in z is interpreted as: 
P3 cannot be deleted until t 3 and t 4 are deleted; 
t2 cannot be deleted until P3 or P4 is deleted; 
P6 can be deleted immediately; 
t l is never deleted 
(because tx is a maximal OR-typed element). 
Now the initial problem "Solve to" in the original model is translated into 
the problem "Delete Po" in the poset ~z according to the partial ordering. 
So we can regard a problem-reduction path in this model as a 
descending chain in the generalized powerposet P~ whose initial element 
is~. I 
5.10. PROPOSITION. (i) Let S be a subset of P~z that has an upper bound in 
P~z. Then U S is also an upper bound for S. 
(ii) Let D be a directed subset of PT~. Then U D is an upper bound 
for D. 
Proof (i) Let t be an upper bound for S in P~z. Then since USe t, it is 
clear that US is also an upper bound for S by the definition of the 
generalized partial ordering ~<'. 
(ii) Let d= UD. Then for every a in D clearly acd .  Now let x be an 
arbitrary element in d -a .  Then there exists b in D such that x ~ b. Since D 
is directed, there exists c in D such that a ~<' c and b ~<' c. 
Now we have x~c-a  and a<~'c. Hence (x~a and del(a, x)) or (x~'  
and del'(a, x)). Therefore a<<,'d. I 
Note that if z = a, i.e., P~z becomes a powerposet in the sense of sec- 
tion 3, then in Proposition 5.10 US and UD are not only upper bounds 
but also sups by Lemma4.3 and Theorem4.4, respectively. But for 
generalized powerposets the situation changes. The following is a coun- 
terexample in which they are not sups. 
5.11. EXAMPLE. Let rt = co w {,1, } in which every order relation is of the 
form _L ~<x or x<,x  for x en, and let a=co and a '= {_1_}. Now put 
an- -{0,1 ,2  ..... n} for neco and S={a~lneco} .  Then ao<~'al~ . . . .  4 '  
an ~<' an+l ~<''".  Thus, S is a directed set (indeed a chain). Moreover, for 
all aES a<~'n, and by Proposition5.10, a<--.'US=co. But co~'~.  
Therefore U S = co is not a sup for S. I 
This example also shows that generalized powerposets are not always 
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continuous posers. That is, this new structure is not always adequate for 
developing an abstract theory of computation on it in the sense of 
Markowski (1981). 
6. POWERPOSETS AS LAMBDA CALCULUS MODELS 
In this section our interest is on the posets with coding functions of their 
compact elements. We will show that the powerposet (in the sense of 
Sect. 3) of such a poset can be made into a 2-model in a natural way iff it is 
discrete. 
6.1. DEFINITION. A poset g = (~, ~<) is called self-referential when it is 
equipped with the two functions p: ~ ~K(Prc) and q: ~ ~ that satisfy: 
(SR) For every eeK(Pg)  and ye~ there exists xe7~ such that 
p(x)=e and q(x)=y,  
6.2. PROPOSITION. For a poset g the following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) There exist functions p: ~ ~ K( P~ ) and q: ~r ~ ~ that satisfy the 
condition (SR). 
(2) Card(K(Prc)) 4Card(Tr), where Card(S) is the cardinality of the 
set S. 
(3) g is" infinite and for every x in ~ 2Card(+xl,.<Card(g). 
Proof Note that K(PTz)~{f l f  is a finite subset of 7r}. Hence 
Card(g)~<Card(K(Pg)). Moreover if rc is finite, Card(K(P~)) is strictly 
greater than Card(g): 
(1),~(2) (1)-*~ Card(K(Pg) x ~) --,< Card(g) 
Card(K(PTz)) ~< Card(g). 
(2) ~ (3) Clearly g is infinite. Now suppose that there exists x in 7~ such 
that 2 card(+x) is greater than Card(~). Then 
Card(~) ~< 2card($x) 
= 2Card(.{x) 1 
=Card({a~xlxeac~})  
=Card({aeK(P~) lxeac  ~x}) 
~< Card(K(PTc)) by Proposition 4.10(ii). 
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(3 )0  (2) Since rc is infinite, 
Card(K(Prc)) ~< ~ 2c~ra/+s) 
f=  re:finite 
~< 2 [7[ 2 Carcl(L~:) 
f=  )z:finite x ~f 
~< Z [ I  Card(~) 
f= rr:finite x Ef 
= card(re). I 
For example, an infinite poset 7z has functions p and q satisfying (SR) if 
for all x in ~ Card(+ x) is finite. Thus, the condition of the self-referentiality 
does not seem so strong. Now all the posets appearing in this section are 
self-referential. 
6.3. DEFINITION. (i) For a, b e P~, a- b e PTz is defined by 
a.b= {q(x) lxsa  and p(x)<<.b}. 
We write ab and abc for a" b and (a" b)- c, respectively. 
(ii) For aePz ,  a function fun(a):PTr~PT~ is defined by 
fun(a)(b) = ab, i.e., fun(a) is the function represented by a. 
(iii) For a function O:PTr~PTz, graph(0)ePrc is defined by 
graph(0) = {x ]q(x) ~ 0(p(x))}. 
Note that the binary operator on a powerposet defined above 
corresponds exactly to that of a Plotkin Scott-algebra (PSE-algebra, in 
view of Engeler's approach) (Engeler, 1981; Longo, 1983; Scott, 1976). So 
we have 
6.4. THEOREM. I f  7~ is discrete, (PT~, • ) can be expanded to a 2-model. 
Proof Since (PTz,-) is a PSE-algebra, it is a well-known result. I 
6.5. FACT. For a, b ~ P~t, 
(i) ab=U{ae le~Bb}.  
(ii) (Ui~/ai) b= Ui~,(a~b). 
Proof (i) First we show that aecab for all e~Bb. Let y~ae. Then 
there exists x in a such that p(x) ~ e and q(x) = y. But since e ~< b, we have 
p(x) <<, b. Hence y ~ ab. 
Conversely for every y ~ ab, there exists x~a such that p(x)~ b and 
q(x) = y. Then y ~ a(p(x)). Therefore ab = ~ {ael e ~ B b }. 
(ii) Immediate. | 
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6.6. PROPOSITION. For a function O : P~ --* PTr and a ~ PTz, 
Proof 
(fun o graph)(0)(a) = (.J {0(e)l e e Bu}. 
(fun° graph)(0)(a ) = graph(0) a 
= {q(x)[x e graph(0) and p(x) <<. a } 
= {q(x)[q(x) E O(p(x)) and p(x) ~< a} 
={y] (3eeB~)yeO(e)}  by (SR) 
=O{O(e) le~Ba}. I 
6.7. THEOREM. 
are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
(t) 
Proof 
For a function O : Prt ~ Pn, the following three statements 
O is representable. 
For every aePTt, 0(a)= U {O(e)]e~Ba} • 
0 = (fun° graph)(0). 
(1 )~(2)  Let O=fun(b). Then O(a)=ba and O(e)=be. Thus, 
(2) holds by Fact 6.5(i). 
(2) ~ (3) By Proposition 6.6, for any a of PTz, 
(fun o graph)(0)(a) = ~ {0(e) ] e e B a } = 0(a). 
Thus, (fun o graph)(0) = 0. 
(3)=~(1) Trivial. I 
6.8. COROLLARY. Every continous function from PTr to Pn (w.r.t. the 
Scott topology induced by <~ ) is representable. 
Proof By Proposition 4.15 and Theorem 6.7. I 
6.9. PROPOSITION. 
Proof For all a s Pg 
(graph o fun)(a) 
= {xlq(x)6a(p(x))} 
= {xlq(x)E U {e(p(x))leEBa}) 
= U {{x lq (x )ee(p(x ) )} [eeBa} 
= ~ {(graphofun)(e)leeBa}. 
Therefore by Theorem 6.7, graph o fun is representable. 
The function graph o fun is representable. 
by Fact 6.5(ii) 
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6.10. THEOREM. A powerposet (P~, • ) can be expanded to a 2-model iff it 
is combinatory complete. 
Proof (Only if) Trivial. 
(If) By Theorem 6.7, Proposition 6.9, and Theorem 2.13. | 
6.11. PROPOSITION. There exists k~ P~ such that for every a, b ~P~, 
]cab = a. 
Proof Let k = {xfq(q(x)) ~p(x)}. Then 
ka = { q(x) r q(q(x) ~ p(x) and p(x) <~ a} 
={y] (3e~K(P~))q(y )Eeande<~a)  by (SR) 
= {y[q(y)~a}.  
and kab= {q(y) [q (y )ea  and p(y)<~b} =a again by (SR). | 
Although we had the above proposition, there is a self-referential poset 
whose powerposet is not combinatory complete. Moreover, we can show 
that the converse of Theorem 6.4 is also valid. 
6.12. THEOREM. I f  a powerposet (Pn, .) is combinatory complete, ~ is 
discrete. 
Proof By Theorem6.7, for any a, b, cl, c2~P~ Cl~C 2 implies 
a(bcl) ~ a(bc2), since the function 2c.a(bc) is representable. Now suppose 
that ~ is not discrete. Then n eP~ is not a maximum element by 
Theorem 2.10. Hence there exists a compact element el such that e~ ¢ n. 
Let e 2 = 7C ,[, e 1 . Then we have 
e 2 ~ K(Prc), e2 ~< ~, e 1 c e2, e~ ~ e2, and e2 ~ el. 
By (SR) there are x~ and x2 such that 
p(x l )=e l ,  p(x2)=e 2, and q(xl)¢q(x2).  
Put 
a-- {xl, x2), 
b= {x lp (x )=~ and q(x)ae l}  
u {x ]p(x) = el and q(x) ~ e2 }, 
Cl =~ and c2=el .  
Then a(bcl) = ael = {q(xl) } and a(bc2) = a(el w e2) = ae2 = {q(x2) }. Hence 
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a(bcl) ck a(bc2) while cl ~< c2. But this is a contradict ion. Therefore ~z is dis- 
crete. | 
6.13. COROLLARY. A powerposet (Prt, . ) can be expanded to a 2-model iff 
n is discrete. 
Proof By Theorems 6.4 and 6.12. | 
According to this corol lary, only set-inclusion ordering seems useful for 
2-calculus. This may be, though, a starting point  for work in the semantics 
of nonsequential  languages. In other words, if we can extend 2-calculus to a 
language allowing some kind of parallel ism, the extended one may have 
powerposets as its models. For  example, Hewitt 's Actor theory may be 
regarded as a general ization of 2-calculus (Hewitt et al., 1977). Reminding 
that Actor theory has been developed for analyzing several problems on 
concurrency, there may exist some interesting relations between Actor 
theory and powerposets. 
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